GUESS WHAT THEY DO WITH THESE

WHEN THEY'RE DONE?
Y'ALL GOT ANYMORE OF THOSE BULLOCK COUNTY, ALABAMA SAMPLE US SENATE BALLOTS?
THE FACE YOU MAKE WHEN YOU HEAR CANDIDATE DOUG JONES SPEARHEADED A PROJECT BY A SOROS-FINANCED LEGAL ACTIVIST GROUP DEMANDING FULL VOTING RIGHTS BE GIVEN TO FELONS RELEASED FROM PRISON, INCLUDING THOSE CONVICTED OF MURDER, RAPE AND OTHER VIOLENT CRIMES
REGISTER CONVICTED FELONS WE MUST
WHAT IF I TOLD YOU

PEOPLE FROM OTHER STATES VOTE IN ALABAMA SENATE RACES

STOPPING VOTER FRAUD IN ALABAMA

AIN'T NO BODY GO TIME FO DAT
THOUSANDS OF ALABAMA FELONS REGISTERED TO VOTE

BUT THAT'S NOT ANY OF MY BUSINESS
TELL ME AGAIN HOW THE 12-12-17 DECISION BY THE ALABAMA SUPREME COURT TO LET COUNTIES DESTROY THEIR DIGITAL VOTING RECORDS IS A GOOD IDEA
HOW THE FUCK IN 2017 DO WE HAVE PEOPLE FROM MISSISSIPPI VOTING IN THE ALABAMA SENATE RACE?
The week before the special election for US Senator in Alabama, official sample ballots from Bullock County were observed in the Probate Judge’s office that were marked for Democrat candidate Doug Jones.
Yeah, if people from Mississippi could stop going to Alabama to vote

That'd be great
SO YOU'RE TELLING ME THAT A WORKER FROM THE DOUG JONES US SENATE CAMPAIGN TEAM IN ALABAMA WENT ON LIVE TV AND ANNOUNCED THAT PEOPLE FROM "ALL OVER THE COUNTRY" CAME TO ALABAMA TO VOTE FOR DOUG JONES?
CHEF BATALI APOLOGIES FOR SEXUAL MISCONDUCT

INCLUDES A RECIPE FOR PIZZA DOUGH CINNAMON ROLLS ALONG WITH HIS APOLOGY
IT'S ONLY CALLED RAPE

IF THEY LIVE THROUGH IT

TFW

YOUR WIFE'S DEBATE COMPETITION IS SITTING WITH YOUR RAPE VICTIMS
CIGAR DIPPING 101

ALWAYS SWIPE RIGHT
CHELSEA CLINTON AT 2 YEARS OLD

OR PROJECT BLUEBEAM?

ALIENS AS A SCARY THREAT, SERIOUSLY?

OR JUST PROJECT BLUEBEAM, THE REMIX?
REP. BOBBY SCOTT (D-VA) DENIES SEXUAL MISCONDUCT ALLEGATION
Boston Tea Party

The Boston Tea Party was a political protest by the Sons of Liberty in Boston, Massachusetts, on December 16, 1773. The demonstrators, some disguised as Native Americans, in defiance of the Tea Act of May 10, 1773, destroyed an entire shipment of tea sent by the East India Company. More at Wikipedia

Date: December 16, 1773

Location: Boston, Province of Massachusetts Bay

Causes: Tea Act

December 16, 1773
Boston Tea Party
BILLIONAIRE PHARMA CEO AND WIFE FOUND DEAD UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES

MOST WELL-KNOWN FOR SECURING A DEAL WITH THE CLINTON FOUNDATION TO PROVIDE VACCINES IN HAITI
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THE TRIPARTITE COMMISSION

LIAR LIAR

CHICAGO ON FIRE
20 dead and 16 wounded just over the weekend in Chicago alone?

You need to do better than that so I can declare a state of emergency to call the United Nations in and really cause some damage.

Let Me Finish...

Damn, son.
WOULD YOU TRUST HIM WITH YOUR DAUGHTER?

IS THAT THE ONLY SETTLEMENT MSNBC PAID OUT, CHRIS?

I Can’t Believe The Tingle On My Leg Was Warm Sperm
THE LAST TIME WE HAD A CONSERVATIVE PRESIDENT WAS IN 1989. AND _THEY_ TRIED TO KILL HIM
"From a moral point of view, I think that the refugees should only be admitted temporarily."

— the Dalai Lama
RISING LIBERAL STAR ANDREA RAMSEY IS RUNNING FOR CONGRESS IN KANSAS

AAAAAND ... NOW SHE'S DROPPING OUT BECAUSE OF A 2005 HARASSMENT SUIT
WHICH ONE OF MY FRIENDS SQUEALED ABOUT

CHOCOLATE MOUNTAIN?
FUCK OFF SPRAY

Keeps idiots and assholes away for up to 4 hours
CI

GANNETT

DECISION

Mockingbird

#FollowTheWhiteRabbit #QAnon #TheStorm
WHO OWNS THE MEDIA?
WHO REALLY OWNS THE MEDIA?

C.I.A. ASSET ANDERSON COOPER, SON OF GLORIA VANDERBILT, REVIEWING WHAT HE’S TOLD TO REPORT TODAY.

GANNETT

OPERATED BY THE C.I.A., GANNETT PROVIDES DAILY TALKING POINTS, PROVIDES FALSE FLAG CRISIS ACTORS AND IS THE HUB OF THE C.I.A.’S PROJECT MOCKINGBIRD

STORYTELLING AT ITS BOLDEST.

GANNETT OWNS OVER 100 DAILY NEWSPAPERS, AND NEARLY 1,000 WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS.
YOU MADE THE HEAVENS
AND EARTH
by your strong hand
AND POWERFUL ARM.
NOTHING IS TOO HARD FOR YOU!

JEREMIAH 32:17
FANCY

HIT COLLECTION

Incl. NEW VERSIONS/NEUEINSPIELUNGEN
And that, dear child, is why Trey Gowdy said history will be much kinder to Jim Comey in that July press conference than the Democrats were.
WELCOME TO THE HAPPENING

CALM BEFORE THE STORM

MAY I PLACE YOUR ORDER?
The HildaBeast

How accurate is collection of controversial statements reportedly made by Hillary Clinton?

CLAIM

List reproduces various statements made by Hillary Clinton. See Example(s).

RATING

MIXTURE
Bill didn't use Twitter like Donald Trump Does
I hope mine's not poisoned. I'm not ready for Arkancide!

WTH? At least they could give me a bloody mary!
OW! STOP IT!!
YOU HURT MY BOTTOM

OWWW! MY BUM HURTS WHEN YOU DO THAT!
DANCE LIKE THE DEVIL

WITH THE BELIZEAN GROOVE

When BABY PARTS cause

DIARRHEA
HILLARY SAYS THESE BABIES ALL TASTE LIKE JEWS

MUST BE SCHUMAN'S DRINK

MMMMM, EXTRA BABY
YOU ARE SUPPOSEDLY OUTRAGED ABOUT 'COLLUSION'

BUT YOU IGNORE THE FBI-HILLARY COLLUSION?

GIVE THAT MAN A SUICIDE

DEMOCRATS RAVE ABOUT YOUTHFUL BUBBLE TEA

MADE WITH "PIG" ADRENAL GLANDS
Just think... If Hillary had won the election we would never know how corrupt our government really is.
WHEN THE WHOLE SATAN FAM

SUCKIN DOWN A JEWLATTE
trafficking thrives in the shadows and it can be easy to dismiss
FACEBOOK
LIED TO YOU!
GOOGLE
LIED TO YOU!
HILLARY LIED TO YOU!
RADIO LIED TO YOU!
THE MAN, THE MYTH

THE LEGEND

WHAT IF I TOLD YOU THAT THE GREAT OWL

MOLOCH HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM THE 2017 DOLLAR BILL
I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE AN ABORTION ANGUS DELUXE, FETUS FRIES, AND A PLACENTA PISTACHIO SMOOTHIE
WOULD YOU LIKE EXTRA WALNUT SAUCE WITH THAT, SIR?

WHAT IF THE MCDONALD’S MCRIB IS A SEASONAL MEAT

BECAUSE IT COMES OUT DURING THE TIME OF HUMAN HARVEST CEREMONIES?
MERRY CHRISTMAS &
WE LOVE YOU

MOLOCH
HAS LEFT THE BUILDING
Son, do you honestly believe President Trump met with Bob Mueller to interview him for FBI Director?

Other Names For "Nimrod"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARES</th>
<th>MARS</th>
<th>ODIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BACCHUS or</td>
<td>VULCAN</td>
<td>WODAN,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIONYSUS</td>
<td>MERCURY</td>
<td>OSIRIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EROS</td>
<td>PLUTO</td>
<td>TAMMUZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hephaestus</td>
<td>NEPTUNE</td>
<td>EL-BAR meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERMES</td>
<td>JUPITER</td>
<td>&quot;God the Son&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLUTO (HADES)</td>
<td>SATURN</td>
<td>MOLECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSEIDON</td>
<td>LUPERCUS</td>
<td>BAAL, BEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEUS</td>
<td>MARDUK</td>
<td>or BELUS --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRONOS</td>
<td>NEBO</td>
<td>meaning &quot;Lord&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABIR</td>
<td>CRONUS</td>
<td>ATLAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAMASH</td>
<td></td>
<td>St. VALENTINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ethe fish-god
HUMAN NIPPLE BALL

FOR KICKING VICTIMS AROUND LONG AFTER THEIR DEAD
Australian man accused of brokering North Korea missile sales

By Samuel Chamberlain | Fox News

Australian police have arrested a Sydney man accused of acting as an agent for North Korea by allegedly attempting to broker sales for Pyongyang including components used in ballistic missiles.

"This case is like nothing we have ever seen on Australia soil," Australian Federal Police Assistant Commissioner Neil Gaughan told reporters Sunday morning. "This is black market 101."

The suspect has been identified as a 59-year-old naturalized Australian citizen who was born in South Korea. He was arrested Saturday and charged over two transactions that were unsuccessful.

"But we estimate that if these trades were successful, we're talking tens of millions of dollars," Gaughan said.

Police allege the man was generating tens of millions of dollars for the Pyongyang regime by arranging the sale of missiles, components and expertise from North Korea to other international entities, and was trying to arrange the transfer of coal from the country to Indonesia and Vietnam.

"This man was acting as a loyal agent for North Korea who believed he was acting to serve some higher patriotic purpose," Gaughan said. "I think at the end of the day he would sell whatever he could to make money back for the North Korean government."

Gaughan added that there was no evidence any weapons or components passed through Australia and said the governments of Indonesia and Vietnam — or authorities in those countries — were not involved.

"We're alleging all the activity occurred offshore," Gaughan said.

The suspect is the first person charged under Australia's Weapons of Mass Destruction Act and faces a maximum 10-year prison sentence. However, Gaughan said the investigation was ongoing and more charges were expected.

Police started investigating the man after a tip-off from another international agency on another matter, Gaughan said, adding that the man's activities also involved commodities including oil and grain.

Despite international sanctions, cash-strapped North Korea last month test-fired its most powerful missile that may be able to target the U.S. mainland.
ALIENS!

THAT'S A GOOD ONE

CULT

BARRY SOETORO
MOLESTED ME...
BARRY - IF YOU BRING THE PIZZA AND HOT DOGS, I'LL TAKE CARE OF THE "ALIEN DISCLOSURE"
SHORT LIVED IMPOSTER
Marines are not corrupted by the cabal. POTUS surrounded by Marine generals.

USSS has authority to arrest ANYONE WITHOUT WARRANT if they have personal knowledge of a felony.

People secret service protect are about to get arrested...Clinton Obama Bush and more

#QAnon #thestorm

HIT THEM WITH EVERYTHING WE'VE GOT, PATRIOTS!

LET LOOSE THE MEME'S OF WAR
ONE DOES NOT SIMPLY
FUCK WITH THE MEME MAKERS
“We’re surrounded... that simplifies our problem.”
I destroyed the enemy that tried to defeat America in this great World War 2. In my next life, I'll become President so I can kill the filthy bastards who are trying to destroy America from within. I'll go by the name of Donald Trump.
KEEP FIGHTING!
FIRE
THOSE GLORIOUS CANNONBALLS LADS
FIRE

FIRE
GIVE IT ALL YOU'VE GOT LADS
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY
FIRE
YOU DON'T HURT 'EM IF YOU DON'T HIT 'EM
CBTS finally seized the Memes of Production.

“MAY GOD HAVE MERCY UPON MY ENEMIES, BECAUSE I WON’T.”

—GEORGE PATTON
PEDO IS
AS PEDO DOES
Top Lawyer Confirms 'Poltergeist' Child Actor Killed by Hollywood Pedophile Ring | Alternative

Top Hollywood attorney confirms that Heather O'Rourke was murdered by elite entertainment industry pedophilia network. This is a sad story...about the death of Heather O'Rourke, the little girl who played Carol-Anne Freeling in all three 'Poltergeist'...

FREEDOM? NO. BUT WE'LL GIVE YOU FREE SHIT, SO KINDA THE SAME THING. FORNOW.
Planned Parenthood sells baby parts. So who buys?
Planned Parenthood sells baby parts.

When the whole internet is looking at you and your friends like child murdering Satan worshippers

So you use alien disclosure as a distraction
And I said to the alien that was this tall

You think you're hot shit don'tcha?!

... AND THEN YOU'LL BRING UP THE "ALIEN DISCLOSURE"
WHEN YOU ARE TRYING TO DECIDE IF IT'S THE RIGHT TIME TO USE THE "ALIEN DISCLOSURE" PLAN

ALIENS
“MR. PODESTA, THERE ARE SOME PRETTY PISSED OFF ALIENS OUTSIDE LOOKING FOR THEY’RE CHILDREN...”
JUSTIN WHAT'S YOUR OPINION - DO YOU THINK THE ALIENS WILL ENJOY PLAYING DOMINOS ON CHEESE OR ON PASTA?
ALIENS

WELL, I'M ALREADY FUCKED.. SO..

ALIENS!!
YA THINK YOUR HOT SHIT, DON'TCHA

I just can't decide... life in jail or death by Bill.
Everyone is well aware of your Child Abuse, Torture, Murder and Cannibalism of innocent children. What is your next move?

A: ALIENS!!!
B: Mock #Pizzagate
C: Make up more Fake News
D: Blame President Trump

PASTA OR CHEESE? FUCK, I NEED THIS ANSWERED
I SHOULD HAVE A
POOL PARTY THIS WINTER
SATANISM
TO-DO LIST: MEET TONY FOR PIZZA FOR AN HOUR, PICK UP WALNUTS, TWEET ABOUT "ALIEN DISCLOSURE"
MMMMM... WALNUT SAUCE
MAYBE THE PODESTA'S ATE YOUR BABY
POPE FRANCIS — the anti-Christ

“[To] those who believe you can have a personal, direct, immediate relationship with Jesus Christ outside of the Church, these are dangerous and harmful temptations.”

June 25, 2014

I'M BILL PRIESTAP, 'COUNTERINTELLIGENCE DIVISION' FBI

PETER STRZOK'S BOSS AND JAMES COMEY'S CONFIDANT
BILL PRIESTAP
COMEY'S FALL GUY
Counterintelligent isn't just a job title.
GETTIN REAL TIRED OF YOUR BULLSHIT.

THEY SELL YOUR BLOOD
You know that, RIGHT?
Did you know that they sell YOUR BLOOD?
Rose McGowan slams actresses wearing black to the Golden Globes as 'hypocrites'

Rose McGowan has called out actresses, including Meryl Streep, for their decision to wear black to the Golden Globes in "silent protest" of sexual harassment in Hollywood. McGowan claims that the protest will bring "no real change". 

Photo via @ParisMatch

← Swipe to begin
Everyone loves Tom Hanks. I can’t stand him after what he did to me. He’s worried about @realDonaldTrump for good reason. He knows Trump is going after pedophiles.

I know. He plays the nice guy so well. He’s even sweet to the little girls he plays with. But that’s not nice or sweet, to play with little girls or to let men rent his little boy. He’s a pedophile who keeps company with other pedophiles.
#PedoFiles

**Children are being forced to participate in SATANIC RITUALS**

Rituals like #SpiritCooking are intentionally disguised as "Performance Art".

[Image of Marina Abramovic and a child near a coffin]

wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893

**To: Tony Podesta**

**From: Marina Abramovic**

I am so looking forward to the Spirit Cooking dinner at my place. Do you think you will be able to let me know if your brother is joining?

[Image of Tony Podesta and others at a party]

Lady Gaga and Marina at her "Art" event.

Eating a faux-dead menstruating woman covered in chocolate that resembles blood. Menstruation blood is a main "ingredient for a recipe" in Spirit Cooking.

[Image of Marina Abramovic holding a skull]

**Subject: Dinner**

It's not "just performance art."

youtube.com/watch?v=epzOgS5c3N0
vimeo.com/36061419
The Puppet Master
Prince Purge
Will their EU/US political Partners be prosecuted Too?
SEMIRAMIS
THE MOTHER AND WIFE OF NIMROD/BAAL. SHE WAS CALLED "ISHTAR" (PRONOUNCED EASTER/EASTRE IN ENGLISH. ASTARTE. ASHTAROTH AND ISIS (EGYPT), NOW MARY (CATHOLIC CHURCH)
WHILE YOU WERE OFF CHASING COLLUSION, I DECIDED TO LUBE MY FIST...

SO I COULD SHOVE IT UP THE SWAMPS ASS!
"SEXUAL HARASSMENT COMPLAINT"
I SMELL MONEY ...

IT WAS AT THAT EXACT MOMENT THAT I KNEW I WAS UP STRZOK'S CREEK WITHOUT AN OHR
To fight and conquer in all our battles is not supreme excellence; supreme excellence consists in breaking the enemy's resistance without fighting.
RAISE YOUR HAND IF YOU CALL BULLSHIT ON "ALIEN DISCLOSURE"
Want to know what AWESOME looks like?
You want to know what AWESOME looks like?
You want to know what AWESOME looks like? Right there.

You are the Best President for the USA
Hmm, Mrs. Clinton. You disappoint me.

Cool, Calm, and in Control.
Define Winning.
WHO DOESN'T NEED THE CABALS MONEY?

GEOTUS
Who brings the economy up?

You Sir, are a Genius!!
You have to go back.

Who's the greatest of all time?
DESPITE WHAT YOU'RE BEING TOLD BY THE MEDIA
WHO ACTUALLY HAS YOUR BACK?
I'm with him!

He knows how to drain the Swamp.
That's my President!
Who's the man that can get our country back on track?

This guy
"If this man wins, we'll all hang."
- Hillary Diane Rodham Clinton 2016 (probably)
Who do you trust when you want the swamp drained?

This guy.

"Sometimes by losing a battle you find a new way to win the war."

-Donald Trump
‘You’re fake news’

Covfefe.
On December 18, 2017 Twitter goes back to 1984.